I. INTRODUCTION
Ant Based Clustering (ANT) [1] , originally suggested by Dorigo, is one of the efficient methods for clustering problems. It is a multi-agent computational algorithm to find the best solution of cluster provided to the space of initialization through a competitive, nonlinear, unsupervised learning process. To improve ANT on the issue of explorative manner, two-level ANT (2LANT) was introduced [2] . In the first level of 2LANT, ant based clustering (ANT) is utilized as a training procedure; and yields a set of trained clusters. In the second level, a traditional clustering approach such as agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) is applied for grouping the trained clusters, which obtained from the first-level ANT [3] . The grouping criterion is to apply the shortest distance between clusters. The clusters topology is refined in this second level. However, in order to improve the clustering accuracy, an efficient optimization Manuscript received September 8, 2013 ; revised November 28, 2013. algorithm should be executed on ANT for achieving the appropriate, evolved set of initial clusters. Differential evolution (DE) [4] - [6] have been widely employed to deal with optimization problems. It is a population-based evolutionary algorithm (EA) [7] that applies the operators: crossover, mutation and selection. DE has been proposed particularly for real number optimization problems. There exist three main advantages of DE over many conventional EAs: finding the true global minimum of a multi-modal search space regardless of the initial parameter values, fast convergence, and using a few control parameters. By these reasons, this paper investigates the utilization of the original DE as well as the variations of it namely VarDE1 and VarDE2 as a tool for optimizing the 2LANT on account of cluster weights initialization. Such investigated approaches are respectively so called, DE+2LANT, VarDE1+2LANT and VarDE2+2LANT. More elitism on mutation process is involved with VarDE2+2LANT rather than with VarDE1+2LANT; whilst the most random mutation is applied by DE+2LANT. Hepatitis, Parkinson, Iris, Wine and 2-D artificial data sets with identified number of clusters are tested in the experiments. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II, clustering ANT and 2LANT are briefly reviewed. Section III gives descriptions of the original DE, the VarDE1+2LANT and VarDE2+2LANT. Section IV provides the investigation of performance of the related approaches. Finally, the conclusions are given in section V.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE ANT BASED CLUSTERING (ANT)
AND TWO-LEVEL ANT (2LANT)
A. Ant based Clustering (ANT)
The ant systems, developed with concept of simple multi-agent principles emphasize distributiveness, flexibility, and robustness. Ant-based algorithm has been developed using swarm intelligence principles that emphasize distributiveness, direct or indirect interactions among relatively simple agents, flexibility, and robustness [8] , [9] . By such competent characteristics, ant-based clustering more relieves the fast convergence during searching process than several other evolutionary approaches. Groups of ants cooperate to move cluster centers in feature space to search for optimal clusters partition.
Initially, the feature values are normalized between 0 and 1. Each ant is assigned to a particular feature of a cluster in a partition. The ants never change the feature, cluster or partition assigned to them. After randomly moving the cluster centers for a fixed number of iterations, called an epoch, the quality of the partition is evaluated. According to the former ant colony optimization, particular clusters partition is selected as the best one based on a certain cascading rules of probability. A certain additional memories are exploited for storing some numbers of good clusters. However, the ant colony optimization used in this paper selection does not need the additional memories to store more than one good cluster centers; instead, it applies the heuristic technique, based on Boltzmann probability [10] . Such technique supports the exploration of the good clusters. Similar to the former ant colony optimization, there are two directions for the random movement of the ant. The positive direction is when the ant is moving in the feature space from 0 to 1, and the negative direction is when the ant is moving in the feature space from 1 to 0. If during the random movement the ant reaches the end of the feature space the ant reverses the direction. After a fixed number of epochs the ants stop. The cluster centers, finally obtained are then used as the clustering approaches.
B. The 2LANT
The 2LANT can be viewed as an extension of ANT. In order to hierarchically grouping the clusters, a set of trained clusters are submitted from ANT in the first level to a traditional clustering approach, i.e. an agglomerative hierarchical clustering approach (AHC) [11] in the second level. The grouping criterion is to apply the shortest distance between clusters. The process of 2LANT begins with ANT. Similar to 2LANT [12] , more number of cluster nodes than apriori known are recruited in input layer for executing ANT. This may improve the clustering process in an explorative manner. Then, AHC groups the trained clusters, which are obtained from ANT into a hierarchical structure according to proximity of trained clusters. Until attaining the identified number of clusters, AHC performs a subsequent one-by-one agglomeration stage of merging the most similar clusters with respect to the minimum distance. A refinement of clusters topology is done in the second level where a final set of cluster is achieved.
III. USING DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION (DE) AND THE
VARIANT DES (VARDE1, VARDE2) ON OPTIMIZING 2-LEVEL ANT (DE+2LANT, VARDE1+2LANT AND VARDE2+2LANT)
Like several EAs, DE has three operations: mutation, crossover and selection. For the purpose of using DE for optimizing 2LANT with respect to initial set of cluster weights, DE starts with W population size. Each individual in the population is represented by ( ) { }, where A and K are respectively the number of attributes and clusters.
where ( ) . After population is initialized, an iterative process is started. At each iteration, a target matrix, T(t) = (t 1 (t) ,...,t K (t)) which is associated with the best fitness is found. The fitness here is referred by clustering accuracy of 2LANT. Then, a mutation matrix, V j (t) is created, which is a combination of randomly chosen individual set of initial clusters M j (t). V j (t), a mutated solution can be generated by using a strategy like:
. (1) where indices rand 0 , rand 1 , rand 2 are randomly and mutually different integers generated in the range [1, W] .
[ ] is a scale factor, which controls the mutation size. Each mutation matrix, V j (t) is crossover with target matrix, T(t) to generate the trial matrix, U j (t) = (u j1 (t) , …, u jK (t)) by a following rule: ( ) would be replaced by the corresponding elements in ( )if
,otherwise replaced by ( ) .
Where CR is a crossover constant in the range [0,1), specified by users, and rand j is a randomly chosen integer in the range [1, K] to ensure that the trial matrix, U j (t+1) will get at least one element from the mutation matrix. Finally, the selection operation favors the better one, or U j (t+1); is regulated by:
f refers to the fitness function. ( ) from (2), for all j represent the new population for the next iteration of DE. Fig. 1 illustrates the utilization of DE on optimizing 2LANT with respect to the initial weights. Fig. 1 can be explained in the following steps:
Step 1: represents P input data with A dimensions. A set of ( ) ( ) corresponds to DE population; would be a set of initial cluster weights.
Step 2: DE operations are performed; the new DE population ( ) ( ) is generated; and is one-byone presented to 2LANT in order to compute the fitness.
Step 3: According to 2LANT, an individual, ( ) assigned to ANT that associated with the first level of 2LANT. ANT generates a set of trained cluster, ( ) is submitted to AHC in the 2LANT second level for cluster grouping purpose and to DE to represent ( ). The accuracy fitness of ( ) ( ( )) is generated by AHC, where ( ) .
Step: 4 Repeat
Step 2-4 until maximum iteration is reached.
The DE and a couple of variant DEs, VarDE1 +2LANT and VarDE2+2LANT are investigated in this paper. The difference between the variant DEs and the original one locates on the mutation process. In the DE, mutation operation is based on (1); while in VarDE1+2LANT and VarDE2+2LANT, they are respectively based on (6) and (7).
It is seen from (1), (3) and (4) that the mutant vectors that are produced by VarDE2+2LANT are rather elitism, since they locate around the target matrix, T(t) with which the best fitness is associated; while those produced by the original DE are most randomly generated. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The experiments are performed on the real-world benchmarks, Hepatitis, Parkinson, Iris, Wine from the University of California at Irvine-Machine Learning Repository [13] , 2-D and 3-D artificial data sets show in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) . The first data set, 2-class Hepatitis has 19-D 155 data; 2-class Parkinson has 22-D 195 data; 3-class Iris has 4-D 150 data; 2-class Wine has 13-D 178 data; 2-class, 2-D artificially simulated data set contains 900 artificial data points and 2-class, 3-D artificially simulated data set contains 900 artificial data points. The scale factor, F and the population size related to DE are consecutively set to 0.6 and 35. The performance measurement of clustering relies on the following two cluster validity indices: One is adjusted rand index (ARI) [14] which is a measure of agreement of clustering results against those of apriori known. The ARI value lies between zero and one. A high value indicates that the clustering and known results are very similar. The other, Minkowski score (MS) [15] index is the normalized distance between two matrices, clustering and apriori known class. Lower MS implies better clustering solution; and a perfect solution will have a zero score. Table I. and Table II . consecutively indicate the average ARI and MS of the related methods that are obtained by 10-cross validation run on the 5 data sets. The same set of initial cluster weights is applied to all methods for the beginning step. With respect to Table I. and Table II ., both ARI and MS provide the same meaning of the results. It points out the better clustering performance of VarDE2+2LANT and VarDE1+2LANT over the others. A larger performance difference between VarDE2+2LANT, VarDE1+2LANT, DE+2LANT and ANT is shown when they are applied on the data with larger amount of attributes. The evidence is shown in Fig. 3 . This is due to the noisy and irrelevant attributes that are hidden in the data set. One of the future works would relate to the reduction of such noise and irrelevant attributes as the clustering preprocessing.
